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Celebrating more than 65 years of tiling excellence! Glennon Tiles is 100% Australian owned and 

run company specialising in ceramic wall and floor tiles from across the globe. Our success to 

date is based upon a reputation for excellence in quality ceramic tiles. 

 

We will work with you to ensure that we provide you with a complete solution that is perfectly 

tailored to your needs. 

 

Extensive ranges of indoor and outdoor floor and wall tiles are available to architects, designers 

and builders. We are able to provide expertise advice in terms of product and technical detail.  

Our tiles have been used in numerous major projects such as office buildings, public buildings, 

townhouses, schools, universities, shopping centres, hospitals, and swimming centres.  

 

People can, and do, make a difference!  
 

The living embodiment of our ability to meet and exceed the expectations of our customers is 

directly tied to the expertise and responsiveness of our highly experienced and hardworking 

staff. Whilst we pride ourselves on the latest technology and our very own software packages 

developed by our leading IT specialists, it’s really the skills, experience and dedication of our 

people that will bring real value to your needs 

 

History 
 

FS Glennon & Company Pty Ltd was established in 1948.  The initial business was indenting 

ceramic tiles and other building materials.  Following the lifting of import licensing on ceramic 

tiles in the late 1950’s the decision was taken to start importing and merchandising ceramic wall 

and floor tiles for residential, commercial and industrial projects and a showroom and 

warehouse was opened in The Rocks. 

 

Since the 1950’s Glennon Tiles has expanded considerably, and now has premises located in 

Alexandria, where we are able to maintain large stocks in Sydney and can readily fill most 

requirements from stock.  Over recent times there has been a vast increase in the number of tile 

producers throughout the world and considerable advancement in tile producing technologies.  

This has resulted in high quality tiles more readily available from other non European regions of 

the world, which now form part of our select ranges.  The policy has always been to promote and 

stock first quality products.  With extensive tile ranges, we are able to provide tiles for all tastes 

and purposes. 
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Projects 
 

Glennon Tiles is the preferred supplier for many of Australia’s construction and design 

companies. Our projects include residential buildings through to iconic Australian constructions. 

We have ongoing supply agreements with many facilities management companies. We continue 

to work with our suppliers and clients to deliver solutions that are at the forefront of our 

industry. 

 

 

Contact 
 

Glennon Tiles 

FS Glennon & Co Pty Ltd 

121 McEvoy Street 

Alexandria NSW 2015 
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